Languages in Year 9

Block 1
- Chinese
- French
- German
- Spanish
- Korean

Block 2
- Chinese
- French
- German
- Spanish
- Chinese Extension
- Directed Study (Individual Needs)
- English for Academic Purposes
- Global Perspectives
So... 2 new options

EXTENSION CHINESE

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES
The key option choices…

- Based around language provision…

  - Continue studying the same 2 languages
  - One language and Individual Needs or English for Academic Purposes
  - Extension Chinese
  - One language or IN/EAP and Global Perspectives
The key discussions

If you do:

• Chinese – discuss your progress and aptitude for extension Chinese with your teacher.
• A European language – discuss your progress and aptitude with your teacher
• One language and IN/EAP – discuss your needs with your teacher
Chinese Language Pathways

1st Language
IGCSE
IB Language A
Standard
Higher

2nd Language
IGCSE
IB Language A
Standard
IB Language B
Higher

Foreign Language
IGCSE
IB Language B
Higher
Standard
Extension Chinese

For students who want to:

- Specialise and have passion for learning Chinese

- Preparation for IB Diploma Chinese

- Continue with Chinese as their only language course at IGCSE and IB Diploma level
Key advice

If you….

• currently enjoy both languages
• have been advised to continue with IN/EAP provision
• are not sure which language(s) to study in the future
• think it is too early to decide

Then you should continue with what they are currently studying!!
Summary

So… possible options

2 languages

EAP/IN plus one language

Extension of Chinese

EAP/IN or 1 language and Global Perspectives
What happens next?

- Speak to your parents
- Speak to the relevant subject teachers
- Discuss this with your tutor
- Meet the deadline of 3.30pm on **Wednesday 6th January 2016**
- Students will be notified if they need to reselect because the chosen option is not viable.
Further Ahead…

• Y10 and 11 – GCSEs

• Core GCSE Subjects
  • English, Mathematics, Science

• Option Choices 4 GCSEs
  • Language
  • Individuals and Societies
  • Creative Arts and Technology
The IB Diploma
KGV HAS DEVELOPED A NEW SPECIALIST PATHWAY TO ALLOW STUDENTS TO EITHER OPT FOR A FULL BTEC LEVEL 3 EXTENDED DIPLOMA OR A MAJOR (DIPLOMA) AND MINOR (SUBSIDIARY) COMBINING TWO DIFFERENT BTEC COURSES.

**Extended Core**
Students with a GPA of 5.5 or above can opt to take:
- IB English S/L
- IB Maths Studies
- Work skills (PSE)
- PE

**UCAS: 500 UCAS POINTS**
How to select options...

LIONeL 2>Courses>Middle School> Year 8 Options
As you answer each question, the next one will appear in the side bar.

Click ‘Save my Choice’ after answering each question.
If you are continuing with your current Year 8 language / IN / EAP options, tick yes.

- Yes
- No

Save my choice Remove my choice
If there is a change in your current Language provision, please choose one of the following:

- [ ] Chinese
- [ ] French
- [ ] German
- [ ] Spanish
- [ ] Korean
- [ ] No Change

![Image of a selection interface]

This choice will be one language that the students are currently studying
If there is a change in your current Language provision, please choose one of the following:

- Extension of Chinese
- Global Perspectives
- No Change

[Save my choice] [Remove my choice]
Make sure you complete the confirmations...

- Tutor Confirmation
- Confirmation - Parents
- Your option choices are now finished
Questions?